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ACRONYMS LIST
Acronym

Description

FPGA

Field Programmable Gate Array

GPGPU

General Purpose Graphics Processing Unit

TDP

Thermal Design Power

IoT

Internet of Things

COTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

PCIe

Peripheral Component Interconnect Express

BSP

Board Support Package

OpenCL

Open Computing Language

SoC

System on Chip

SPOF

Single Point Of Failure

CFM

Cubic Feet per Minute

LFM

Linear Feet per Minute

DMTF

Distributed Management Task Force

BMC

Baseboard Management Controller

ILO

Integrated Light Out (HPE BMC)

ILOCM

Integrated Light Out Chassis Manager

IPMI

Intelligent Platform Management Interface

IGN

Institut Géographique National

MICMAC

Multi-Images Correspondence, Méthodes Automatiques de Corrélation

ANN

Approximate Nearest Neighbor
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The OPERA project is about to provide an energy efficient architecture, demonstrating its advantages in a
selection of use-cases. Low-power servers and FPGA are two of the technologies we have been selecting
to achieve this goal.
Xilinx and Altera have been producing FPGA for decades and are relying, since the beginning, on 3rd party
integrators to design, build and resell boards leveraging their chips. Nallatech is one of the main
companies developing boards for Altera/Intel FPGA which gives them authority in this market. On the
other side, we have HPE that started a project about low-power servers in 2013 to answer specific market
needs.
Hybrid compute solutions, built on efficient accelerators such as FPGA, enable to leverage low-power CPU
which are only used to pre-process the data and ensure its transfer to the off-loading device. OPERA is
focusing on this approach and we will demonstrate what energy efficiency gain you can expect from it.
This deliverable explains the integration work which needs to happen between technologies coming from
various partners to enable building reliable solutions to support the use-cases. Multiple aspects, such as
physical integration, power and thermal but also unified monitoring must be taken into account to provide
a fully integrated architecture.
CSI and ISERE, as owners of the use-cases, have been providing prerequisites for the Work Package 7.
From a traditional datacentre for the VDI use-case to an embedded datacentre in a Truck, requirements
are not the same and the one-fit-all doesn’t apply here.
Nallatech and HPE have been working closely together to ensure the solution built for OPERA is production
grade and that use-cases considerations such as limited space, restrained cooling and power capacity are
included.
Main challenges foreseen while integrating multiple electronic products from various vendors are coming
from the physical, electrical, power and thermal factors. Most companies rely on standards defined by
the industry to ensure their solutions will fit nicely into wider ecosystems.
Monitoring and management of third-party components is also a potential hurdle as many vendors are
reluctant to open their interfaces to avoid providing secret information on their internals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of this document is to provide details regarding how HPE Moonshot cartridges and Nallatech
FPGA board will integrate together to provide the optimized heterogeneous solution which will be the
base of the hardware infrastructure for OPERA project.
For the past years, typical servers would contain 2 “generic” processors and the workload would have to
comply to the available compute power. High Performance Computing (HPC) started making heavy use of
accelerators with the GPGPU which offers 1000s of cores that are very efficient for simple and parallel
workloads.
In parallel, FPGA have significantly improved over the last few years, by leveraging more and more
technologies coming from the traditional IT market (better lithography, physical functions, hardened DSP,
…). Large industry actors, such as Microsoft, are investing into FPGA as it is sometimes referred as the
next big technology for compute. Modern FPGAs are very efficient and capable of delivering disruptive
performance. These capabilities enable FPGA to be seen as the best candidate for new workloads such as
IoT and Machine Learning.
By offloading a big portion of the code to an accelerator, we remove the necessity to use powerful “powerhungry” CPU in the system, with the central processor being mostly used to prepare and send the data to
the accelerator and perform some house-keeping jobs in background.
For OPERA, we’ll be using power-efficient servers together with FPGA which are a better energy friendly
solution than GPGPU, as described in Deliverable D6.1.

2 TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES
OPERA project is about providing innovative approaches to drive the power efficiency of the overall
solution to the next level. To fulfil the requirements linked to the project, going with a hybrid architecture
is a mandatory step.
To achieve the best results, it has been decided at the beginning of the project to leverage state of the art
technologies, from low power servers to efficient accelerators.
The objective is to review technical requirements when getting selected technologies working together
as an integrated system, keeping in consideration the fact OPERA target is also to aim at providing
production ready solutions to the consortium members coming with their use case.
To ensure this goal is in reach, some technical challenges must be reviewed:
● Physical integration
● Power and thermal qualification
● Management and monitoring
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3 COMPONENT SELECTION
3.1

HETEROGENEOUS AND LOW-POWER SYSTEMS

OPERA target is to provide an energy efficient architecture for given use cases. To enable this, adapting a
heterogeneous approach is mandatory as no single architecture provides the best energy to performance
ratio for multiple workloads.
HPE Moonshot is about providing heterogeneous and low-power to the enterprise. This portfolio started
in 2013 with multiple processor architectures such as X86, ARM, DSP and FPGA.
The FPGA cartridge has been discontinued early 2015 as HPE didn’t get the necessary knowledge and
experience to successfully drive such a cartridge to the market. This cartridge, which was based on Altera
older Stratix 4 FPGA chip, has been designed together with SRC:
http://insidehpc.com/2015/05/slidecast-src-saturn-1-server-taps-fpgas-on-hp-moonshot-platform/
Nallatech has been working in the field of FPGA for more than 20 years and their competencies in
designing boards and creating associated OpenCL BSP is well recognized in the industry. HPE and Nallatech
have been working together on compute problems where performance and power efficiency are key to
success. Some integration work has been done on other HPE platforms (ProLiant DL and Apollo systems)
with previous Nallatech FPGA boards (385A and 510T). The work conducted for OPERA exceeds what has
been done so far. A tight integration is required to ensure we can monitor each individual hardware
component precisely and make sure energy provided to the system is consumed in the best possible way.

3.2

HETEROGENEOUS INTEGRATION

There have been modifications versus the proposal that was submitted at the beginning of the project. At
that point of time, OPERA consortium was focusing on integrating FPGA board in the Moonshot 1500
chassis which was the only product available. This option made sense on a research point of view but the
proposed designed, based on an adaptor to fit a PCIe FPGA board inside the chassis, would not allow to
make a product: form factor and cabling preventing to close the lid.
Shortly after OPERA submission, HPE initiated the elaboration of new chassis for edge deployments. Those
chassis can only host a limited number of servers, far away from the 180 servers from the Moonshot 1500,
but they enable to use PCIe boards, such as the Nallatech FPGA or Nvidia GPGPU.
It has been decided to leverage those new chassis the truck and traffic monitoring use-cases, as listed in
table 1. CSI, with the Truck, has been providing very valuable feedback to HPE during the product
definition as it was a real-life use case. The length of the chassis (-10 cm) and the way to intervene on the
compute cartridges (side way instead of top) has been refined to better work in a truck environment.
Among the 2 families of chassis able to host Moonshot cartridges, only EdgeLine (1000 and 4000) allows
PCIe connectivity to a standard form factor PCIe device. Moonshot 1500 chassis uses a 2D-torus that can
be leveraged for PCIe signals, but it requires an adaptation to the form factor of the PCIe device to fit
within a Moonshot cartridge form-factor.
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Selection of the server platforms to support OPERA use cases has been done following requirements as
reported in table 1.
Use
cases

VDI

Traffic

Truck

Requirements
Large variety of systems
Very low power server
solutions
Ability to scale to large
enterprise.
Capability to embed
accelerators
Additional storage for archiving
Communication to the field
Capability to embed
accelerators
Dense solution
Resilient and ruggedized

Chassis

Characteristics

M1500

ARM64, x86 LP, x86 Xeon, x86 with
GPU
Servers with 15W TDP
Up to 180 servers in 4.3 U

EL1000

EL4000

PCIe slots
Small Form Factor drives
Mini PCIe + antennas for 4G, LORA,
Sigfox
PCIe slot
1U
NEBS compliant, N+N Power
supplies

Table 1: Use case requirements

In OPERA, the Virtual Desktop use-case (described in Deliverable D7.7) is the only one leveraging the
Moonshot 1500 chassis. It won’t be connected to FPGA devices, as only Moonshot cartridges with various
CPU types will be used.
No additional power and thermal testing will be necessary for OPERA project. HPE has already validated
that all components (cartridges and switches) supported in the 1500 chassis will work, whatever the
server population, as long as the system is operating in the validated ambient temperature range of 10 to
35 degrees Celsius.

Figure 1: Moonshot 1500 chassis

For traffic monitoring (described in Deliverable D7.1), we will be using an EL1000 chassis which is designed
to be an Intelligent Edge gateway for IoT. It can host a single Moonshot cartridge and 2 PCIe boards, which
enables having a better CPU to accelerator ratio for AI inference.
EL1000 details can be retrieved from https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/c05211199.pdf
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Figure 2: EdgeLine 1000 chassis

For truck use-case (described in Deliverable D7.4), we are planning to install an EL4000 to replace the 2
DL380 servers installed in the truck. This chassis can host up to 4 Moonshot cartridges each connected to
one PCIe board.
EL4000 details can be retrieved from https://iodatasys.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/EL-4000-IoTQuickspecs.pdf

Figure 3: EdgeLine 4000 chassis

For the hardware integration, we will focus on the EdgeLine chassis as these are only these chassis will
host Nallatech PCIe FPGA SoC accelerator. This card being brand new, it has never been validated into any
HPE servers.
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4 DESIGN
4.1

POWER CONSUMPTION ASPECTS

As stated in the introduction, we will focus on the integration in the EdgeLine chassis. Both chassis are
supporting the same Moonshot cartridges (m510 and m710x).
The maximum power consumption is listed below for both chassis.
Power envelope and
consumption per chassis

EL 1000 (worst case)

EL 4000 (worst case)

Cartridge(s)

up to 127W

up to 508W

PCIe

up to 100W

up to 200W

135W

174W

2W

5W

(1) 500W

(2) 800W in N+N

Others (Fans, switches)
PCA Losses
Power supplies

Table 2: EdgeLine power limits

For cartridges, each of them (fully populated m510 16-core) can draw up to 127W, which will never be
reached for OPERA as the selected hardware configuration has been chosen in link with the workloads we
have to serve. In the worst-case situation, we won’t go higher than 95W for a Moonshot cartridge (m510
16-core with 128GB DDR4 and 512GB NVMe SSD) and testing for Virtual Desktop will also be done.
For the PCIe board, we have a nominal power budget of 50W per slot. For accelerator requesting more
power, additional power is available from two 100W power feeds in the PCIe area of EdgeLine chassis.
This is only needed for specific cases when GPGPU are used. Nallatech 385 SoC will draw between 25 to
30W from our prediction with the Micmac design pushed to the board.
All the specifications and details of the Nallatech acceleration board equipped with a SoC (hereafter
referred to as SoC accelerator) are available in Deliverable D6.2. In regards to the physical integration
inside Edgeline chassis, the important parameters are:
● 8-Lane PCI-Express Gen 3
● 1/2 Height - 1/2 Length (HHHL), Single Width PCIe Card (NIC Size)
● Power usage will be between 15 and 35 Watt (Micmac design should be 25W)
Power measurements have been taking place as part of WP7 activities to record the state of the art
architecture before OPERA.
In deliverable D7.4, CSI has reviewed the current baseline for the truck. The architecture composed of 2
legacy HPE DL380 servers and an Apple MacBook pro is consuming between 360W (for pre-processing)
and 440W (for final elaboration). The Moonshot m510 with 16 cores has been selected among others due
to its capability to achieve very high multithread performance while keeping very low power consumption
under low CPU charge, such as keeping communication services up and running.
Orthophoto software being highly parallel, multiplying the number of cores dramatically decrease the
elaboration time, which is the main target together with energy efficiency of the overall solution.
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In deliverable D7.7, we provide a complete measurement of the environment in place for the VDI usecase. The baseline is using a HPE BL660c Gen8 which is consuming between 180W (idle) and 240W (max
charge). As multiple applications have been selected to provide a representative sample, various set of
cartridges have been selected from very low power server (<15W) to low power (35W and above).
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4.2

THERMAL ASPECTS

The airflow in EdgeLine chassis has been optimized to support high inlet temperature (up to 55⁰C for
nominal usage). The table below provides examples on the airflow achieved in an EdgeLine 4000 chassis.
Cartridge Inlet Air
Temperature

Maximum Cartridge
Channel Airflow

55 C

14 CFM

40 C

5.5 CFM

Table 3: Temperature / CFM in EL4000

Nallatech SoC accelerator is available in 2 versions, Active Cooling or Passive Cooling. Considering the
environment variables, passive cooling is a better option:
● An additional fan would consume additional power and the stand-alone fan on Nallatech FPGA
board is not resilient and might fail
● Fans in EdgLine are redundant (N+1) and designed to efficiently cool the complete chassis based
on temperature readings from many sensors (from servers to PCIe slots)
● EdgeLine 4000 thermal solution has been designed to cool up to 800W+ whereas Truck use case
has been estimated to consume a maximum of 250W in the final configuration.
Active cooling on FPGA is only recommended when using the board in a workstation in a workplace
environment. Rack optimized servers are designed, with the help of airflow baffles, to efficiently cool
down any component inserted in the system.
4.3

COMMUNICATION ASPECTS

In the Moonshot 1500 chassis, there are four links at each cartridge slot. These are routed east, west,
north and south, creating a 2-D torus that is also referred to as the Gemini Fabric. There are no active
components on the backplane, nor do these links route to any external switches or I/O modules. This 2D
Torus is intended for cartridge to cartridge communication. As of today, the only cartridge that takes
advantage of this is the m800, it routes SRIO across the lanes and supports cartridge to cartridge
communication. Those lanes are being rerouted for PCIe traffic inside the EdgeLine chassis.
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Figure 4: Communication fabrics on Moonshot

EL1000 has been designed to become an intelligent edge gateway to serve the IoT market. In order to
provide enough flexibility, this chassis enables a various set of options on the Moonshot cartridge, such
as a large number of USB ports, mini PCIe slot (for wireless communication, such has 4G, LORA or SIGFOX),
hard drives and PCIe slots.
Having large capacity hard drives, in addition to the embedded SSD, enables storage of multiple Terabytes
of data. This will benefit to the traffic monitoring use case by providing a large data input (coming from
all cameras on the roads) that will be used for machine learning training.
The x4 north, east and west links from the cartridge go to the PCIe switch. Three individual links should
go from this switch to the IO Module Connector as well. A single x1 link will go from this switch to the PCI
Bridge chip.
Both slots to be used by FPGA boards are able to drive 8x Gen3 PCIe signals, which means that on a single
EL1000, we’ll be able to have up to 2 SoC boards for 1 cartridge. This might be very useful for the traffic
monitoring use case where this extra power could be leveraged to perform Deep-Learning analytics.
Additional two x8 PCIe links will go to a PCIe Expansion Connector. This will allow for future support of
more PCIe modules (not planned to be used for OPERA).
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Figure 5: EdgeLine 1000 PCIe architecture

EL4000 re-purposes the East and West lanes of the Moonshot 1500 to create the x8 PCIe slots that are
present in EL4000. These PCIe slots are only active if a cartridge supporting PCIe external signalling is
installed. Both m510 and m710x are single-node cartridges and each cartridge inserted in EL4000 has a
single, x8 PCIe slot allocated. All single-node cartridges, starting with the m400 and m710, route x4 PCIe
on the East and x4 PCIe on the West lanes, and the routing is the same, allowing the x4 East and x4 West
lanes to be merged, with the East lanes contributing PCIe lanes 0-3, and the West lanes contributing PCIe
lanes 4-7 to create the x8 PCIe link that drives the slot.
It is not planned at this time for any variation of EL4000 to route the North and South lanes either between
the 2 cartridges on the rail nor off of the rails to the baseboard.
In the EL4000, each cartridge has access to a single PCIe slot. depending on the cartridge’s slot, the PCIe
slot will have different characteristics:
● Cartridge 1 and 3 – PCIe cards have a x16 physical connector even though only a x8 electrical link
is connected.
● Cartridge 2 and 4 – PCIe cards have x8 physical and x8 electrical.
Each of these slots support Nallatech board to its maximum capabilities.
The architecture diagram below details how the cartridges are connected to the slots.
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Figure 6: EdgeLine 4000 PCIe architecture

In order to be able to access Nallatech SoC accelerator from the Moonshot cartridge, a Board Support
Package (BSP) enabling PCIe communication needs to be configured on the FPGA. BSP components are
extensively described in Deliverable D6.2 section 5.2 and the host to FPGA and host to the embedded
ARM is covered in section 6.
4.4
MONITORING
OPERA is about providing top of the range efficiency for a selected set of workloads. In order to validate
the architecture, we need to accurately monitor the power consumption of the hardware solution. The
recorded monitoring data should be as follows:
-

-

Data has to be accurate.
The sample rate has to be aligned to the workload fluctuation. For OPERA, we don’t need a very
fast sample rate as we can control the injection in the VDI use-case or we know the timing for each
computation phase are long enough in the truck use-case. A sample rate in the range of the second
is enough for OPERA.
The granularity of the data recorded should provide information about every component of the
architecture (CPU or FPGA)

To monitor the server environment, we will leverage HPE’s management processor (ILO) which is coming
standard with every new ProLiant server.
EdgeLine 1000 and 4000 chassis (used in the truck and traffic monitoring use-cases respectively) are
“basic” chassis with built-in sensors but no real embedded management interface. They rely on the ILO
coming with the Moonshot cartridges that will be inserted in the chassis. ILO will then be responsible to
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make this data available from the outside on standard channels such as IPMI, SNMP and REST.
Airedale is the backplane chassis controller similar to the Moonshot 1500 Carbondale. It monitors the
power of the chassis, fan control, and could be expanded to some chassis management features by
enabling an internal MAC for customers to control via the management network. Data gathered from the
chassis controller is available from the ILO of the cartridges inserted into the chassis.

Figure 7: EdgeLine 4000 Chassis controller block diagram
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Monitoring Interfaces
Access to monitoring data can be done by using multiple protocols. This provides easier integration with
any orchestration and management systems but also enable administrators to access and manage the
systems in interactive mode. The interfaces available for Moonshot and EdgeLine systems are listed on
the picture below.

Figure 8: Management protocols for Moonshot

Most of the initial integrations have been delivered by leveraging SSH and the Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI). OpenStack Ironic component used for bare-metal management, has been
adapted to understand the architecture of Moonshot (chassis / cartridges / nodes) as it requires double
bridging to access a server.
As part of its cloud strategy with Helion, HPE has developed in August 2014 the way to have double
bridging supported with the OpenStack IPMITool driver. More information about the work delivered on
this can be retrieve from the 2 following links:
https://docs.openstack.org/developer/ironic/drivers/ipmitool.html
http://stackalytics.com/?release=juno&metric=loc&module=ironic&company=hp&user_id=rh-s
New Ironic drivers are starting to replace the older IPMI implementation. There are drivers developed by
hardware manufacturer to support the bare-metal Open Stack (such as Dell DRAC, Cisco UCS and HPE ILO
+ Oneview), but also drivers which are developed to support new standards, such as Redfish.
The list of available drivers for OpenStack can be found here:
https://docs.openstack.org/developer/ironic/deploy/drivers.html

OPERA project being about innovative and open technologies, it has been decided from the beginning to
rely on Redfish rather than older and legacy protocols.
Redfish is a DMTF standardization effort initiated in 2014 by Emerson, Intel Dell and HPE for datacenter
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and systems management that delivers comprehensive functionality, scalability and security. This is one
of the most comprehensive specifications since IPMI was launched in 1998.
http://www.dmtf.org/standards/redfish
Redfish is today at version 1.0 and is being used more and more in large and modern datacenters. Due to
its immaturity, it is still lacking features. For this reason, most hardware manufacturers are providing a
more comprehensive REST API which incorporates Redfish as a subset of the capabilities; the extra
schemas becoming private and non-standard.
REST, which stands for Representational State Transfer, is modern and easy to adopt Architectural Style.
It leverages a scalable software architectural “style” designed for the WWW and it uses standardized HTTP
operations (verbs):
● GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE
● Practical implementations also add PATCH, HEAD
Both the HPE Moonshot chassis and cartridge management interfaces are compliant with Redfish 1.0. This
interface will be used for OPERA in all use cases in order to monitor the power usage of the hardware
components.
As of today, Redfish lacks a way to retrieve power and thermal information from a PCIe board installed in
a system. Modifications will have to be made to extend iLO’s Redfish model using the “external provider”
architecture. This has limitations regarding how extensions can be added to a schema whilst continuing
to comply with a defined structure.
There are two places in the schema where new resources can be built: as children of “Chassis” or
“Systems”. Developing a new branch under Chassis would make more sense. Nallatech will interact with
the iLO to add new resources for the SoC accelerator and the iLO will tell the provider what the new
allocated URIs are.
E.g. “/redfish/v1/Chassis/1/<FPGA board>” with a link in Chassis object.

As an example, Redfish version 1.0 is about 400 entries with around 100 settable. HPE REST is about 4
times this number of settings with a broader support of hardware and functions as listed in the table 4.
iLO (BMC) configuration
Asset Information
Status/Health
Boot Order Control
Logs
Power Statistics
Thermal Data
Virtual Media Control
SNMP Configuration
Firmware Inventory
Smart Storage
BIOS Settings
iSCSI Boot Management
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HPE REST
Most
More
Yes
Advanced
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Complete
Status / health
2015 complete
Complete

Redfish
Limited
Some
Yes
Basic
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Basic
None
New for 2016
None
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UEFI Secure Boot Management

Yes

No

Table 4: HPE REST versus Redfish 1.0

Hardware monitoring
Moonshot 1500 Chassis, due to the larger environment it provides (up to 180 servers + switches), is
coming with an ILOCM (ILO Chassis Manager). An ILOCM is, in reality, a cluster of 4 ILOs working together
to make sure everything is working as expected (power, cooling, connectivity, …). It is providing the same
level of information as a standard ILO in a server, at a chassis level.
Temperatures and power usage are being monitored and historical data are kept for a duration of 1 year.
Minimal sample rate available from the interface is 5 seconds. Output data is available from all interfaces
(API, text and GUI). Monitoring is done at the chassis level and can also be done at the component level
(cartridge, switch).
For OPERA, we will be recording information every 10 seconds. This data will be cross-linked with
additional information recorded on the OS (such as CPU and memory) as well as data coming from the
injection script.
The ILOCM GUI enables convivial retrieval of environment data coming from the multiple components of
the chassis, as shown on picture 9.

Figure 9: Temperature sensors in Moonshot 1500 Chassis

On the EdgeLine family, we also have access to power and thermal information from the GUI of the
cartridge’s ILO itself. From any of the inserted cartridges, you can retrieve chassis and cartridges
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monitoring data as displayed on the pictures below.

Figure 10: Temperature sensors for chassis in EdgeLine

Figure 11: Temperature sensors for cartridges in EdgeLine
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Figure 12: Power monitoring in EdgeLine chassis
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These GUIs are “internal” clients of the REST API and are providing an attractive way to interactively
consume the data. As stated previously, our goal will be to precisely monitor the power usage and, more
generally, the state of the system with great precision and in an automated way.
Monitoring script will be leveraging the Redfish API directly. There are many REST clients available and
HPE is providing one of them, which will be used for some of the monitoring activities.
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/detail/pip.7630408.html
This tool connects to the REST interface available on the servers to retrieve and manage all kind of
information. After connected securely to the API, all schemas are fully accessible and parameters can be
listed or set.

Figure 13: hprest to retrieve temperatures from EL4000

Hprest can be used in conjunction with other tools to provide accurate monitoring of a complete system.
Performance counters available from the Linux kernel are a good way to retrieve valuable information
about the system usage. Tools like perf can read from these counters and give a precise reading and
understanding about the system with great accuracy and fast sample rate.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION & MEASUREMENTS
5.1

INTEGRATION WITH MOONSHOT

The integration of the low power servers in Moonshot 1500 chassis is straightforward as this solution is
part of a released HPE product’s portfolio and has been designed and certified to work together.
As stated previously in this document, we won’t be integrating the FPGA directly inside the Moonshot
1500 chassis. Only the heterogeneity coming from the Moonshot cartridges portfolio will be tested as part
of the VDI use-case in this large chassis.
Monitoring also doesn’t require any firmware modification as the granularity and the sample rate are in
the range of OPERA requirements.
Redfish is fully supported out-of-the-box and no modification is required.
A script (annex 1) has been developed to facilitate the work of CSI to monitor and record power usage
and performances of the Moonshot 1500 environment in the VDI use case. This script leverage Redfish to
retrieve power usage data and HPE Insight Cluster Management Utility to gather information on the
system usage (CPU, memory, …). CMU is also able to provide live graphical representation of the measured
data, as shown on picture 14.

Figure 14: Insight CMU to monitor system usage

5.2

INTEGRATION WITH EDGELINE

Both truck and traffic monitoring use-cases are required to integrate the Nallatech FPGA SoC acceleration
board together with Moonshot low-power servers. This integration will take place in the EdgeLine chassis
(EL1000 and EL4000).
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Figure 15: FPGA integration in EdgeLine

Physical integration
Nallatech is providing a board which fits PCI standards MD2 for size. The card is coming on a Half Height
Half Length (HHHL) form factor (167.6mm x 68.9mm x 17mm) also known has low-profile.
EdgeLine chassis, on their side, are compatible with Full Height Half Length cards and support card height
of 107 mm.
Nallatech FPGA accelerator developed for OPERA is available with both brackets, Half Height and Full
Height, which makes it fully compatible with any of the EdgeLine chassis.
Electrical
Both Nallatech and HPE are using PCIe Generation 3. This version introduced in 2010 is still the one mostly
used in any server. Only IBM is leveraging the newer Generation 4 which was introduce in 2017 and allow
to double the throughput.
Nallatech FPGA accelerator is using 8 lanes of PCIe Gen3 which enables 8GT/s (7.88GB/s max). EdgeLine
chassis, due to the workloads they have been designed for (IoT oriented), are also limited to x8, leaving
the x16 PCIe aside which is often use by power angry accelerators.
Nallatech FPGA accelerator does not feature a dedicated PCIe chip for PCIe host transfers; the user FPGA
design must include the Intel PCIe Hard IP core. Intel supports multiple configurations of the PCIe core as
part of QSYS, the user can set up the core for anything from 1 lane at PCIe 1.0 to 8 lanes at PCIe 3.0.
The PCIe interface capabilities and features are:
● Host PCIe bandwidth up to 8 GB/s3 (8 lanes at 8Gbps – PCIe 3.0) with Configuration via Protocol
(CvP) support using the Intel QSYS Hard IP
● System Management Bus (SMBus)
Nallatech board is coming with a Built-In Self-Test (BIST) which can train the PCIe bus to the maximum
speed and check no error are being encountered. The BIST has been successfully running on both the
EL1000 and EL4000 with 0% packet loss.
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Power and Thermal aspects
Nallatech FPGA accelerator board is designed to support a power consumption of up to 75W, in line with
the maximum delivered power available from a standard PCIe slot. The total maximum power required
by most use cases is not expected to exceed 75W and the standard Fan/Heatsink COTS solution supports
cooling 75 Watts with an ambient intake temperature up to 35C. Under these conditions the FPGA die
temperature will be kept below an operating junction temperature of 85C.
The FPGA’s die temperature is being monitored and a thermal event is routed to the System Manager.
This signal event is set, by default, to trigger when the FPGA die temperature goes above 105C. If this
occurs the PSU controller will immediately turn off all power supplies in order to prevent any permanent
damage to the FPGA.
PCIe slots in EL1000 have been designed to deliver up to 75W per slot, in-line with the maximum power
which could be consumed by a PCIe device.
PCIe slots on EL4000 are limited to 50W but could leverage additional power feeds available in the PCIe
zones (2 x 100W).
In the truck use case, power measurements taken during the “point matching” process (ANN) showed
that the maximum energy consumed by the FPGA was 28W for the whole board (FPGA fabric, memory,
PSU), well under the 50W limitation from EL4000.

Figure 16: FPGA power usage during ANN

Temperature monitored during the run is 52C in static mode which is well below the 80+C a FPGA
commonly runs.
Please refer to deliverable D6.6 for additional information on Nallatech measurements.
Monitoring
Nallatech has been releasing a third version of the OpenCL Board Support Package for the SoC accelerator.
This new version is smaller (less resources consumed) even though it is providing additional features, such
as the precise monitoring of the environmental status of the FPGA.
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Design
name:

A10 Total
Resource
10AS066

p385a_soc_as066
base v2

p385a_soc_sch Quartus
17.1.0.240 Full BSP Mar
'18

251680

65560

46970

1006720

262240

187880

RAMs

2131

661

418

DSPs

1687

288

129

ALMS %

26.05%

18.66%

FFs %

26.05%

18.66%

RAMs %

31.02%

19.62%

17.07%

7.65%

ALMS
FFs

DSPs %

Table 5: Nallatech OpenCL BSP resources

The work achieved on the BSP enables to free a good portion of resources (around 10%) for the kernels
created for the truck and the traffic use cases. ANN kernel in the MICMAC application, responsible for
point matching, consumes 60% LEs, 62% M20K, 41% DSP on the new BSP. This provides room for any
feature to be added.
In this version of the BSP, the ARM cores available with the FPGA are being used to monitor and record
the FPGA utilization. A small daemon is running on the Linux instance and is recording the 12V power
usage and the temperature for every kernel running on the FPGA. The monitored value is made available
to the host through SYSFS by using a tool developed for the purpose (sysfsOpenclMonitor). This tool
provides a readable output which can easily be parsed by the ILO driver to publish values on Redfish
interface.
Additional information on the monitoring process is detailed in deliverable D6.6.
A wrapper gathering the readings from sysfsOpenclMonitor will be publishing the information to Redfish
by leveraging the ILO interface which is available in the ILO driver. This interface is not publicly available
and HPE will ensure the data is published following the schema agreed between Nallatech and HPE.
Redfish schema is available in the Annex 2 of this document. This schema covers all the information which
can be retrieve on the Nallatech FPGA accelerator, from the sensors readings (power and temperature)
to board unique identifiers (serial number and mac addresses).
Debugging
Nallatech SoC board provides USB blaster chain in case something is going wrong with the FPGA and the
control over PCIe is lost. USB blaster required a USB cable running between the host (Moonshot cartridge)
and Nallatech FPGA SoC accelerator. This allows to recover the FPGA through a JTAG daemon running on
the host.
The USB connectivity is done outside of the system, from USB port available on the front of each EdgeLine
chassis and re-routed to the Moonshot cartridge, to the PCIe backplate of the FPGA.
Internal routing of the USB cable has also been considered but due to high level of integration of
Moonshot, it might remove practicality features, such as the hot plugging of cartridges.
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6 CONCLUSION
The integration work can sometime be painful when products are customized and not complying to any
of the available standards. With the pressure of the hyperscalers such has Google, Amazon and Microsoft,
the industry is moving towards open standards.
FPGA accelerator boards from Nallatech are compliant with industry standards such as the ones defined
by the PCI-SIG. This is one of the strongest requirements for any SME when designing new boards to
enable selling these boards to customers with limited amount of validation.
On his side, HPE has been trying to initiate a new form-factor standard for dense datacenters with
Moonshot. This ecosystem was designed to be self-sufficient and connectivity to standard PCIe
accelerators was not taken into consideration. EdgeLine chassis, which is using Moonshot cartridges
opened the ecosystem to standard equipment by leveraging expansion slots (PCIe, USB, SFF drives).
In such situation, the physical hardware integration in between HPE EdgeLine and Nallatech products has
been straight-forward.
Power and thermal validation has been completed with no hurdle. Both FPGA designs used for OPERA
(MICMAC ANN and Machine Learning CNN) are below 30W, well under the 75W limit for a standard x16
gen3 PCIe slot. This leaves a comfortable margin to the power and cooling subsystems.
The biggest integration challenge is to get Redfish publishing third-party data. Redfish is still very young
standard and it is still lacking features compared to the standards it aims to replace such as IPMI.
Hardware vendors have developed private REST interfaces for their Baseboard Management Controller
(BMC) to bypass current limitation of this open protocol.
HPE is working to improve Redfish and enable this new interface to become a de-facto standard in the
datacentre. The work conducted during OPERA is an engaging experiment to enhanced Redfish and enable
it to understand, monitor but also manage additional accelerator boards such as FPGA.
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7 APPENDIX
1.1

REDFISH MONITORING SCRIPT

The following monitoring script rely on hprest tool which connect and extract data from Redfish interface
of a Moonshot 1500 chassis and also leverage insight CMU to retrieve information on the system usage.
#!/bin/bash
# CHECK DEPENDENCIES
if [ ! -f /usr/sbin/hprest ]; then
echo hprest is required to report power usage.
echo please install it from: https://www.hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/detail/pip.7630408.html
exit 0
fi
if [ !
echo
echo
exit
fi

-f /opt/cmu/bin/cmu_monstat ]; then
We are leveraging HPE CMU to gather resources usage.
Please run this script from a CMU system.
0

# VALIDATE INPUT PARAMETERS
# $1 = node name (as declared in CMU)
if [ ! $1 ]; then
echo "Please provide the server you want to monitor, as declared in CMU"
echo "Usage: moonshot_monitor.sh [Node Name]"
exit 0
else
name=$1
timestamp=`date "+%d%m%y-%R:%S"`
filename=$name.$timestamp
fi
# GATHERING INFORMATION ON NODE
ILOCMIP=`/opt/cmu/bin/cmu_show_nodes -n $name -o %b`
SLOT=`/opt/cmu/bin/cmu_show_nodes -n $name -o %c`
echo "$name is managed by $ILOCMIP and inserted in slot $SLOT"
# GET METRICS
while [ true ]; do
hprest
login
192.168.101.241
-u
administrator
-p
password
path=/rest/v1/Chassis/1/Cartridges/C$SLOT/PowerMetrics > /dev/null 2>&1
hprest select MoonshotPowerMetrics. > /dev/null 2>&1
# Instant Wattage granularity is 15 seconds
InstantW=`hprest list | grep InstantWattage | cut -d "=" -f 2`
date=`date "+%d/%m/%y-%R:%S"`
echo "$date"
echo " - Power Usage : $InstantW W"
# Foreach metric: print and record
# List of CMU metrics available from GUI and defined in /opt/cmu/etc/ActionAndAlertsFile.txt
# Names have to match the definition
i=1
for metric in cpuload memory_used disk_read disk_write
do
result=`/opt/cmu/bin/cmu_monstat --nodes=$name --sensors=$metric | grep $metric | awk '{print $2}'`
eval metric$i=$result
echo " - CMU metric$i : $metric = $result"
i=$(($i + 1))
done
# Recording to file
# Add the added metric defined above
if [ $filename ]; then
echo "$date;$InstantW;$metric1;$metric2;$metric3;$metric4" >> $filename
fi
done
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1.2

PERF MONITORING SCRIPT

#!/bin/bash
#
#
#
#

This script records the activity on a Linux system
It leverges perf and MSR which need to be properly installed prior execution
The output file is:
[TIME] ; [CPU joule] ; [RAM joule] ; [CPU % usage] ; [CPU frequency] ; [Top process 1] ; .. ; [Top process 20]

echo "Checking if perf is installed on the system"
which perf
if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
echo "perf is not installed but is required for the monitoring script. Please install perf software."
exit 0
fi
echo "Validating hardware counters are initialized"
lsmod | grep msr
if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
echo "MSR kernel module not loaded. Loading"
modprobe msr
fi
# Set filename for logs
name=`hostname`
timestamp=`date "+%d%m%y-%R:%S"`
filename=$name.$timestamp
echo "MONITORING of $name"
echo "Recording done in file: $filename"
echo "Press CTRL+C to stop the script"
while (true);do
# Index | time | package power | ram power | % CPU | freqency | Top 20 processes
#perf stat -a -e power/energy-ram/ -e power/energy-pkg/ -I 1000
perf stat -a -e power/energy-ram/ -e power/energy-pkg/ -o perf.tmp sleep 0.999
ps -eo %cpu,command | sort -nrk 2,1 | head -n 20 > top.tmp
tail -n +2 top.tmp > top2.tmp
Top=`sed ':a;N;$!ba;s/\n/;/g' top2.tmp`
time=`date "+%R:%S"`
CPUfreq=`lscpu | grep "CPU MHz" |awk -F " " '{print $NF}'`
CPUpercent=`top -bn1 | grep "Cpu(s)" | sed "s/.*, *\([0-9.]*\)%* id.*/\1/" | awk '{print 100 - $1"%"}'`
PWRpkg=`cat perf.tmp | grep pkg | awk '{print $1;FS=" "}'`
PWRram=`cat perf.tmp | grep ram | awk '{print $1;FS=" "}'`
echo "$time;$PWRpkg;$PWRram;$CPUpercent;$CPUfreq;$Top" >> $filename
done
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1.3

REDFISH NALLATECH SCHEMA

"$schema": "http://redfish.dmtf.org/schemas/v1/redfish-schema.v1_2_0.json",
"title": "#NallaCard.v1_0_0.NallaCard",
"$ref": "#/definitions/NallaCard",
"definitions": {
"MACAddress": {
"type": "string",
"pattern": "^([0-9A-Fa-f]{2}[:-]){5}([0-9A-Fa-f]{2})$"
},
"PowerSupplyStatus": {
"type": "string",
"enum": [
"Up",
"Down"
],
"enumDescriptions": {
"Up": "The power supply is up.",
"Down": "The power supply is down."
}
},
"NallaCard": {
"type": "object",
"patternProperties": {
"^([a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]*)?@(odata|Redfish|Message|Privileges)\\.[a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_.]+$": {
"type": [
"array",
"boolean",
"number",
"null",
"object",
"string"
],
"description": "This property shall specify a valid odata or Redfish property."
}
},
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"@odata.context": {
"$ref": "http://redfish.dmtf.org/schemas/v1/odata.4.0.0.json#/definitions/context"
},
"@odata.id": {
"$ref": "http://redfish.dmtf.org/schemas/v1/odata.4.0.0.json#/definitions/id"
},
"@odata.type": {
"$ref": "http://redfish.dmtf.org/schemas/v1/odata.4.0.0.json#/definitions/type"
},
"Oem": {
"$ref": "http://redfish.dmtf.org/schemas/v1/Resource.json#/definitions/Oem",
"description": "This is the manufacturer/provider specific extension moniker used to divide the Oem object into
sections.",
"longDescription": "The value of this string shall be of the format for the reserved word *Oem*."
},
"SerialNumber": {
"type": [
"string",
"null"
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The serial number for this NallaCard.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be a manufacturer-allocated number used to identify the
NallaCard."
},
"PartNumber": {
"type": [
"string",
"null"
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The part number for this NallaCard.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be a part number assigned by the organization that is
responsible for producing or manufacturing the NallaCard."
},
"FPGAType": {
"type": [
"string",
"null"
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The part number for the FPGA.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be a part number of the FPGA that is on the card."
},
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"QSFP0_MACAddress": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/MACAddress"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "This is the currently configured MAC address of QSFP0.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the effective current MAC Address of this interface."
},
"QSFP1_MACAddress": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/MACAddress"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "This is the currently configured MAC address of QSFP1.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the effective current MAC Address of this interface."
},
"VCC_12V0": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 12V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 12V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_0V95": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 0V95 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 0V95 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCCT_1V0": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 1V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 1V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"MEM_1V2": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 1V2 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 1V2 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCCR_1V0": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 1V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 1V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_2V5": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 2V5 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 2V5 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_1V8": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
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"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 1V8 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 1V8 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_5V0": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "V",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 5V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 5V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_12V0_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 12V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 12V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_0V95_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 0V95 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 0V95 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCCT_1V0_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 1V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 1V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"MEM_1V2_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 1V2 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 1V2 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCCR_1V0_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 1V0 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 1V0 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_2V5_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 2V5 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 2V5 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_1V8_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 1V8 voltage sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 1V8 voltage sensor's reading."
},
"VCC_5V0_Status": {
"anyOf": [
{"$ref": "#/definitions/PowerSupplyStatus"},
{"type": "null"}
],
"readonly": true,
"description": "The status of the 5V0 voltage sensor.",
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"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the status of the 5V0 voltage sensor's
},
"CURRENT_12V0": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "A",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 12V0 current sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 12V0 current
},
"CURRENT_CORE": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "A",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the core current sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the core current
},
"CURRENT_3V3": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "A",
"readonly": true,
"description": "The present reading of the 3v3 current sensor.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the present reading of the 3v3 current
},

reading."

sensor's reading."

sensor's reading."

sensor's reading."

"LocalTemperature": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "Cel",
"readonly": true,
"description": "Local Temperature.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the current value of the local temperature sensor's
reading."
},
"FPGATemperature": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "Cel",
"readonly": true,
"description": "FPGA Temperature.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the current value of the FPGA temperature."
},
"CoreSupplyTemperature": {
"type": [
"number",
"null"
],
"units": "Cel",
"readonly": true,
"description": "Core power supply Temperature.",
"longDescription": "The value of this property shall be the current value of the core power supply temperature."
}
},
"required": [
"Id",
"Name"
],
"description": "This is the schema definition for the PCIeDevice resource. It represents the properties of a PCIeDevice
attached to a System."
}
},
"copyright": "Copyright 2014-2017 Distributed Management Task Force, Inc. (DMTF). For the full DMTF copyright policy, see
http://www.dmtf.org/about/policies/copyright"
}
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1.4

ANN OPENCL KERNEL

typedef struct {
float dim[128];
} FPGAANNDimData;
typedef struct {
float x, y; // Coordinates in image
}FPGAANNCoordinate;
#ifndef ALTERA_CL
#define __global
#define restrict
#endif
void MatchLebriesKernel(__global unsigned int *restrict offsets0,
__global unsigned int *restrict offsets1,
__global unsigned short *restrict bucket_count0,
__global unsigned short *restrict bucket_count1,
__global unsigned int *restrict bucket_matrix0,
__global unsigned int *restrict bucket_matrix1,
__global float *restrict dim_array0,
__global float *restrict dim_array1,
__global unsigned int *restrict list,
__global float *restrict xypos,
float R,
float UpperLimitFactor,
unsigned char BucketDim,
unsigned short MaxBucketDepth,
unsigned short dim,
float box_left,
float box_bottom,
float box_x_inc,
float box_y_inc,
float limit_scale);
// Brute force kernels
#ifdef ALTERA_CL
__kernel
__attribute__((max_global_work_dim(0)))
__attribute__((autorun()))
void CalcDistance();
#else
void CalcDistance(int id);
#endif
#ifndef
#define
#define
#pragma
#endif

ALTERA_CL
__global
restrict
pack(1)

typedef struct
{
unsigned int ida0;
unsigned int ida1;
unsigned int idb0;
unsigned int idb1;
unsigned int val0;
unsigned int val1;
} MetaDataType;
/*#define DIM_8BIT
#define DIM_SIZE 256
#define dim_type unsigned char*/
#define DIM_16BIT
#define DIM_SIZE 65536
#define dim_type unsigned short
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typedef struct
{
dim_type data[128];
}dim_data_type;
#ifdef ALTERA_CL
__kernel
#endif
void FPGASearchInput(
__global dim_type volatile *restrict array0,
__global dim_type volatile *restrict array1,
unsigned int array1_chunk_size,
unsigned int array1_offset,
unsigned int array0_size,
unsigned int array1_size,
unsigned int iteration_size); // Total number of itterations requried for autorun kernels
#ifdef ALTERA_CL
__kernel
#endif
void FPGASearchOutput(__global MetaDataType *restrict meta_data,
unsigned int no_results);
#endif
#ifdef ALTERA_CL
#include "../../include/ANN/MatchLebriesKernel.h"
#else
#include "ANN/MatchLebriesKernel.h"
#include "stdio.h"
#include <math.h>
#endif
// Load dim block
inline FPGAANNDimData LoadDimData(__global float *restrict input, int address)
{
float temp[128];
// Shift register data in. Much more efficient that letting compiler craete big mux
for (int j = 0; j < 128; j+=16)
{
#pragma unroll
for (int i = 0; i < (128 - 16); i += 16)
{
#pragma unroll
for (int p = 0; p < 16; p++)
temp[i+p] = temp[i+p + 16];
}
#pragma unroll
for (int p = 0; p < 16; p++)
temp[(128-16)+p] = input[address + p + j];
}
FPGAANNDimData out;
#pragma unroll
for (int p = 0; p < 128; p++)
out.dim[p] = temp[p];
return out;
/*FPGAANNDimData out;
for (int p = 0; p < 128; p++)
out.dim[p] = input[address + p];
return out;*/
}
#ifdef ALTERA_CL
__kernel
#endif
void MatchLebriesKernel(__global unsigned int *restrict offsets0,
__global unsigned int *restrict offsets1,
__global unsigned short *restrict bucket_count0,
__global unsigned short *restrict bucket_count1,
__global unsigned int *restrict bucket_matrix0,
__global unsigned int *restrict bucket_matrix1,
__global float *restrict dim_array0,
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__global float *restrict dim_array1,
__global unsigned int *restrict list,
__global float *restrict xypos,
float R,
float UpperLimitFactor,
unsigned char BucketDim,
unsigned short MaxBucketDepth,
unsigned short dim,
float box_left,
float box_bottom,
float box_x_inc,
float box_y_inc,
float limit_scale)
{
// Following to be run on FPGA.
#define MAX_BUCKET_SIZE 1024
#ifndef ALTERA_CL
FPGAANNDimData *cache = new FPGAANNDimData[ MAX_BUCKET_SIZE]; // Max of 512 points per bucket
unsigned int *IDs = new unsigned int[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE];
#else
FPGAANNDimData cache[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE]; // Max of 512 points per bucket
unsigned int IDs[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE];
#endif
int match_count = 0;
unsigned int clock_count = 0;
unsigned int setup_clock_count = 0;
float box_dist = (box_x_inc > box_y_inc) ? box_x_inc : box_y_inc;// Choose longest boundary for distance check
box_dist *= limit_scale;
// Storing 9 buckets requires too much M20K resource.
// Instead loop over the 9 buckets on the outer loop and track min distances.
float min_dist[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE ][2];
unsigned int min_id[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE][2];
unsigned int min_match_id[MAX_BUCKET_SIZE][2];
for (int by = 0; by < BucketDim; by++)
for (int bx = 0; bx < BucketDim; bx++)
{
float box_centre_x = box_left + box_x_inc*(bx + 0.5f);
float box_centre_y = box_bottom + box_y_inc*(by + 0.5f);
// load cache using +-1 in x and y
clock_count += 32;// Setup
setup_clock_count += 32;
int bucket_index = bx + (by)*BucketDim;
int bucket_offset = offsets1[bucket_index];
bool first_block = true;
for (int y = -1; y <= +1; y++)
for (int x = -1; x <= +1; x++)
{
bool out_of_bounds = false;
if ((x + bx) >= BucketDim) out_of_bounds = true;
if ((x + bx) < 0) out_of_bounds = true;
if ((y + by) >= BucketDim) out_of_bounds = true;
if ((y + by) < 0) out_of_bounds = true;
if (!out_of_bounds)
{
float xpos, ypos;
int bucket_index = x + bx + (y + by)*BucketDim;
int bucket_offset = offsets0[bucket_index];
int count = 0;
// Load 16 floats at once, bandwidth can only support 16 GBytes/Sec
for (int n = 0; n < bucket_count0[bucket_index]; n++)
{
xpos = xypos[(bucket_offset + n) << 1];
ypos = xypos[((bucket_offset + n) << 1) + 1];
float r = sqrt(((xpos - box_centre_x)*(xpos - box_centre_x)) + ((ypos - box_centre_y)*(ypos box_centre_y)));
if (r < box_dist)
{
IDs[count] = bucket_matrix0[bucket_index*MaxBucketDepth + n];
FPGAANNDimData temp = LoadDimData(dim_array0, (bucket_offset + n) * 128);
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cache[count] = temp;
count++;
clock_count += 16;
setup_clock_count += 16;
}
}
// Data to compare with is now stored
// Loop over items
bucket_index = bx + by*BucketDim;
bucket_offset = offsets1[bucket_index];
for (int n = 0; n < bucket_count1[bucket_index]; n++)
{
//FPGAANNDimData item1 = dim_array1[bucket_offset + n];
FPGAANNDimData item1 = LoadDimData(dim_array1, (bucket_offset + n) * 128);
unsigned int id1 = bucket_matrix1[bucket_index*MaxBucketDepth + n];
clock_count += 16 + 32; // latency 32
// Find closest from cached list of points.
float min_dist_l[2] = { 999999.9f,999999.9f };
int min_id_l[2] = { -1,-1 };
int min_match_id_l[2] = { -1,-1 };
for (int c = 0; c < count; c+=4)
{
#pragma unroll
for (int p = 0; p < 4; p++)
{
if ((p + c) < count)
{
FPGAANNDimData item0 = cache[c + p];
unsigned int id0 = IDs[c + p];
float dist = 0;
// Fully unroll dimension calculation
#define DIM 128
#pragma unroll
for (int d = 0; d < DIM; d++) {
float diff = item0.dim[d] - item1.dim[d];
dist += diff*diff;
}
if (dist < min_dist_l[0])
{
min_dist_l[1] = min_dist_l[0];
min_id_l[1] = min_id_l[0];
min_match_id_l[1] = min_match_id_l[0];
min_dist_l[0] = dist;
min_id_l[0] = id0;
min_match_id_l[0] = id1;
}
else if (dist < min_dist_l[1])
{
min_dist_l[1] = dist;
min_id_l[1] = id0;
min_match_id_l[1] = id1;
}
}
}
clock_count++;
} // End count loop
clock_count += 50;// latency
if (first_block)
{
min_dist[n][0] = min_dist_l[0];
min_dist[n][1] = min_dist_l[1];
min_id[n][0] = min_id_l[0];
min_id[n][1] = min_id_l[1];
min_match_id[n][0] = min_match_id_l[0];
min_match_id[n][1] = min_match_id_l[1];
}
else
{
if (min_dist_l[0] < min_dist[n][0])
{
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min_dist[n][1] = min_dist[n][0];
min_id[n][1] = min_id[n][0];
min_match_id[n][1] = min_match_id[n][0];
min_dist[n][0] = min_dist_l[0];
min_id[n][0] = min_id_l[0];
min_match_id[n][0] = min_match_id_l[0];
}
if (min_dist_l[1] < min_dist[n][1])
{
min_dist[n][1] = min_dist_l[1];
min_id[n][1] = min_id_l[1];
min_match_id[n][1] = min_match_id_l[1];
}
}
// Check if this is a valid point
} // end of c loop
first_block = false;
} // end of out of bounds
} // end of x y
bucket_index = bx + by*BucketDim;
bucket_offset = offsets1[bucket_index];
for (int n = 0; n < bucket_count1[bucket_index]; n++)
if (min_dist[n][0] < (R*min_dist[n][1]))
if (min_dist[n][0] > (min_dist[n][1] * UpperLimitFactor))
{
list[match_count << 1] = min_id[n][0];
list[(match_count << 1) + 1] = min_match_id[n][0];
match_count++;
}
} // End of bx by loop
clock_count++;
setup_clock_count++;
// It's quicker to read a block of 16386 than poll the size and then read the block
list[16385] = match_count; // Store the number of matches in top index.
#ifndef ALTERA_CL
printf("Matches = %d\n", match_count);
printf("FPGA estimated clocks = %d\n", clock_count);
printf("FPGA estimaged setup_clock_count = %d\n", setup_clock_count);
printf("FPGA estimated processing time 250MHz clock = %f\n", (float)clock_count / 250000000.0f);
delete cache;
delete IDs;
#endif
}
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